
Led by former Special Forces
military personnel, J6 Solutions
provides industry leading
technical solutions for your
organisation. Harnessing over
30 years of experience working
in the most demanding and
challenging environments, we
strive to ensure operational
excellence.

 Experience

www.j6solutions.co.uk
+447966511563

CONTACT US

Specialist Procurement
Commercial Off The Shelf 
Product Design & Engineering
Satellite Technologies
Leading Industry Partners

Procurement

Asset Tracking Applications & Solutions
TAK Provider
Mobile Device Management (MDM)
Radio System Integrator 
Technical System Support

Software Integration

Digital Awareness Courses
Telematics Training
Radio Equipment Training
Technical Consultancy
TAK Training Packages

Training

Requirement driven IT Solutions
Strategic Communications Planning
Radio Communications Expertise
Secure Premises & Cloud Solutions
Secure Workforce Device Provision

Custom IT Solutions

OUR SERVICES

We understand the evolving
technical landscape. Keeping up
with latest technology and
applying it to suit your needs
and develop your organisation is
paramount. We don’t offer stock
products, we work with your
team to develop a solution fit
for your business, and your
business only.

Adaptability

We thrive on innovation,
continuously pushing the
boundaries of what's possible.
This commitment to pioneering
new solutions has not only
enabled us to meet the evolving
needs of our clients, but has also
positioned us as a trailblazer,
shaping the future while
delivering unparalleled solutions
today. 

Innovation

Security isn't just a feature; it's a
fundamental necessity woven
into the very fabric of our
operations. Security is one of
our core values integral to our
company ethos. In today's
digital age, we prioritise robust
safeguards at every step. Our
team is consistently alert,
adopting the latest security
measures.

Security

WHY CHOOSE US

 J6 Solutions stands at the forefront of IT innovation, delivering tailored services for both the defence
and commercial sectors. As a leading provider, we pride ourselves on providing bespoke solutions
leveraging the latest technology. 

Unlock the future with
cutting edge solutions

J6 Solutions

admin@j6solutions.co.uk



TEAM AWARENESS KIT
Team Awareness Kit (TAK) is a geospatial

infrastructure  situation awareness
application - the ultimate situational

awareness tool. Drawing on decades of
specialised military experience, our team

offers tailored TAK services. 

Contact Us

Training

admin@j6solutions.co.uk

J6 Solutions

SupportIntegration

www.j6solutions.co.uk

Build

+447966511563



Led by former Special Forces military
personnel, we at J6 Solutions provide
industry leading technical solutions for your
organisation. Harnessing over 30 years of
experience working in the most demanding
and challenging environments, we strive to
ensure operational excellence.

The threat to personal and corporate
privacy is more significant than ever. J6
Solutions stands at the forefront of
safeguarding your confidential information
with vigorous counter-surveillance measures.
Our team of experts specialises in a
comprehensive range of services, from
Technical Surveillance Counter Measures
(TSCM) to advanced anti-surveillance
tactics, ensuring that your privacy remains
intact.

Initial Consultation

Recce

TSCM Sweep

State of the Art Equipment

Confidentiality

Detailed Report

Meet and Greet the team, we’ll
understand the requirement &
provide competitive costing.

If time and environment allows, one
of our experts will conduct a physical,
or at the minimum, a remote recce.

Our experts will conduct the sweep,
usually a four man team led by our
highly qualified TSCM Team Leader.

Our team only uses industry leading
equipment to ensure all sweeps can
be conducted effectively.

We understand the value of security
and privacy. Rest assured, all
discussions will remain confidential.

We’ll provide a detailed report of the
findings, future considerations and
advice to ensure you stay secure. 

About Us

Industries We Serve

TSCM
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE
COUNTER MEASURES

J6 Solutions

Birmingham, United Kingdom j6solutions.co.uk/tscm-1 admin@j6solutions.co.uk

Government

Military

UHNW

Technology

Private Security

Sports
+447966511563Call for

more info
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